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more tri-phase music -- tri-phase is one of the best ways to experience the tri-phasic waveforms. its your ideal choice when you want more depth and more amp hits. the effectiveness of tri-phase is a result of the coordination of two bi-phase signals, an up-down effect (amp count like a saw-tooth wave) and a lateral effect (amp count like a triangle
wave). together they form a complex, intermediate tone waveform. imagined by doctor orgasm, this is a good help for those people who want to listen to this musical piece. in this case it is an estimation sound for this brainwave. the recording can be used to help bring specific frequencies into play, making it easier to get to the right brainwaves. tri-

phase does not create a stimulation effect, it simulates the effect of a more potent tri-phasic waveform. it has 3 periods in the following sequence. an up-down one, the middle period, which is the larger or longer one, and the third one which is the shorter one. the middle period is longer than the up and down periods. it means that the middle period is
more longer than the up and down periods. “someday” a superb video from samwise about web development using html5 and css. check it out. samwise built this html5 site for his company front row planners (they are hiring!). he is a true web developer and loves his toys. with the k8s cluster, elasticsearch, php, and wordpress he was able to do the

entire site in about 5 days. sam has other videos about web development if you are interested in a deeper dive: https://youtu.be/9_rf-fz1xie https://youtu.be/z7by1lxuvjs https://youtu.be/ms2qv_hbrsy https://youtu.be/laazlxmhqga
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“powershare guy”, a video i published for my sites & services channel. this time i tried to put more focus on my process for implementing analytics (analytics studio, google, tag manager, and google
tag manager). i will try to post something similar more often. if you have an interesting process to share, please send me a note! “web analysis: why it’s hard and what to do about it” from web

analytics world. this is a video that aims to explain the importance of web analysis, why it’s hard, and why you don’t need to hire a full time analyst. learn how to apply natural language processing,
personalization, machine learning, and much more. learn about combining existing solutions to achieve the best possible results. this course has been of interest for the last decade, so i wanted to see

if the content has changed. after watching the video, i believe that it hasn’t changed that much. believe it or not, i am posting regularly. the last two weeks i have worked on one big upgrade to my
company’s website. the result is actually really great, but in order to tell you more, i want to keep it a secret for now. you might have seen my “tales of a web developer” videos a while back and now i

have started creating more videos that show me use the software that i use, and show you how i use it. my newest video is about web developer tools. keep your eyes peeled! also, a thought
provoking video i recently discovered. it talks about how the elements of the web stack are taken for granted. it’s a great video that addresses the question of how we teach programs in a web

browser. and it’s absolutely free too. check out the video and leave a comment! 5ec8ef588b
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